Sleep spindles are characteristic events in EEG signals during non-REM sleep, and are known to be important biological markers. Manually labeling spindles by visual inspection, however, proves to be a tedious task. Here, a novel system of "Selection-Revision" is introduced to aid in efficient detection of spindles. By coupling low-threshold automatic detection of spindle events based on selected parameters with manual "Revision," the human task is effectively simplified from searching across signal traces to binary verification. After iterative application of this Selection-Revision process, convergence was observed between resulting spindle sets, largely independent of their initial manual or machine labeling, demonstrating the robustness of the method. This approach allows for fast labeling to obtain consistent spindle sets, which can also be used to train machine-learning models in the future.
Introduction
Sleep spindles are 0.5-3s bursts in electroencephalography (EEG) recordings with central frequencies of [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Hz and a distinctive waxing-waning pattern generated by the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) [1] [2] [3] [4] . As a unique characteristic of non-rapid eye movement (non-REM) sleep in mammals, sleep spindles have been used as important biological markers in sleep research and for investigating the functional role of the TRN in memory consolidation and synaptic plasticity 5, 6 . Furthermore, abnormalities in the density of sleep spindles has been experimentally determined to be correlated with schizophrenia, autism, and ADHD [7] [8] [9] [10] , among other psychiatric disorders. Thus, counting spindles in EEG recordings and determining their characteristics could have valuable applications in medical diagnostics.
Traditionally, sleep spindles have been manually marked by human experts 11, 12 . However, this task is time-consuming and is difficult for large-scale studies. In light of this, several automatic detection algorithms have been developed, primarily based on signal processing techniques such as band-pass filtering, amplitude thresholds, or a variety of transformations [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, the fine-tuning of 2 algorithm parameters against human gold standards can be a laborious and unsystematic task.
Furthermore, besides the difficulty to obtain large gold standard spindle sets, labeling by human experts may not be completely reliable, as reflected by large variabilities between manually labeled sets 12 .
More recently, machine-learning methods have also been researched in to improve the performance of automated detection algorithms [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . However, the training process is convoluted and often requires very large sets of human expert labels, which may be unfeasible to obtain for specific groups of subjects such as genetically modified mice. Moreover, the overfitting of machine-learning models may also be a concern when applying such trained models to new subjects.
This study presents a new method for to address these issues by introducing an iterative approach for spindle detection, integrating both human labeling and algorithmic automatic detection in a process of "Selection-Revision" that systematically adjusts algorithm parameters. Starting with a short segment of manually labeled spindles, the algorithm processes the EEG data to obtain more potential spindle events, creating a larger label set which is then reviewed by human visual inspection. The revised label set is then used to perform parameter adjustment of the algorithm for better alignment, and the machinedetection-human-inspection process can be performed iteratively. For new datasets, the Revision process can start with generalized, low-false negative machine detection, eliminating the need for initial manual labeling. This system effectively reduces the human workload from a searching task to binary classification of spindles, and, aside from improving human consistency in labeling, can facilitate generation of large labeled datasets that can be used in future training of machine-learning models.
Results

Integrated System for EEG Analysis
The EEG data obtained was passed through a systematic process of manual and machine labeling, performance evaluation, and Revision, to repeatedly add to or delete from a "standard" set of spindles (See Figure 1) . The iterative system for spindle detection is based upon two processes: Selection and Revision. Selection is the process during which machine sets with certain parameters (that can achieve appropriate alignment of algorithm-labeled spindles with those in the standard set) are chosen, and Revision is the process during which a large spindle set (including spindles from both humans and the machine) is reviewed and its spindles accepted or rejected. Selection can be applied either following an initial generation of a manual labeled set, or following a Revision process, and this Revision-Selection sequence may be applied iteratively to adjust both algorithm parameters and the standard set in order to achieve better consistency of detection.
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Alignment between Different Human and Algorithm Labeled Sets
Upon obtaining several standard sets and machine labeled sets, the spindle events were cross-analyzed.
Some sample spindle events labeled by different humans and by the automatic detector are shown in Figure 2 (a). It was found that although some characteristic spindles were labeled by most or all of the humans and the machine, the agreement between different detectors varied largely for other events. To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, machine-labeled sets with different parameters were compared with the standard sets, and plots specifying the recall versus precision rates of the machine labeled sets relative to one standard set were drawn (See Figure 2(b) ). The outermost curve on the Recall-Precision plots represents the intrinsic tradeoff between the two statistics that the machine algorithm embodies. The plots of the agreement between different human sets are also shown. Initially, the agreement rates between different initial sets were lower than those with the machine set with optimal performance (shown by the point on the outermost curve furthest from the origin). After multiple rounds of revision coupled with their respectively selected machine sets, the agreement between revised sets from different initial sets increased greatly to points higher than those of the optimal algorithm sets.
Selection of Machine Labeled Set for Revision
To select an appropriate machine set for Revision, both false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) rates needed to be considered. The respective FP rates and machine label set sizes relative to various FN thresholds (so that the FN rate of the system would not exceed such a threshold) were plotted. Higher FN rates would cause the iterative Revision system to have more inherent false negatives relative to the ground truth, as the algorithm may not be able to detect certain spindle events the human marked as negative. Higher FP rates were correlated with much larger sets of spindles for humans to review, thus decreasing the efficiency of the Revision system. During revision, if the machine set with the optimal F1 score was selected, on average, the first round of Revision would have a FN rate of 0.5069-that can also be seen as approximately the rate of spindles not detected by humans that would also be neglected by the machine (See Figure 3 As a result of the increased alignment between spindle sets, the algorithm parameter sets selected using iteratively revised sets also showed signs of convergence (See Figure 4(b) ). In particular, the upper threshold of the algorithm showed a decreasing trend in standard deviation as Revision was applied continuously.
Overfitting of F1 Score and Breakdown of Standard Set with High-FN Selection Schemes
For two Selection schemes, three rounds of Revision-Selection were performed, starting with three different initial sets. The F1 scores obtained for the Revision rounds were found to be significantly different (See Figure 5 (a)), with those for the Selection scheme of choosing the optimal machine set (as measured by F1 score relative to the standard set obtained from each previous round) being higher (one-tailed t-test, = 0.0019). Examining the size of the revised standard sets obtained after several rounds of revision (See Figure 5 (b)), it was found that there was a significant decrease in the revised set sizes relative to the sizes of the initial human-labeled sets (one-tailed t-test, = 0.0118). For the standard sets obtained by Revision after Selection with a FN threshold of < 0.2, there was not a significant deterioration of the set size (one-tailed t-test, = 0.2328). Therefore, Selection schemes with higher FN tend to introduce overfitting of the standard set with machine sets, and can cause revised standard sets to significantly decrease in size, deviating away from the ground truth; it is necessary to adopt a Selection scheme with low FN to utilize the Revision process fully.
Indeed, by iteratively applying Revision with Selection scheme of < 0.2, it was found that the agreement rate between revised standard sets from different initial sets steadily increased (See Figure   6 ).
Revision is Generalizable to Extended Datasets by Applying Algorithms with Selected Parameters for Initial Labeling
To test whether pure algorithm labeling could be applied to novel datasets with minimal loss of spindles, separate rounds of Revision, both on the previously mentioned dataset and a new dataset, were performed with the initial labeling being generated using the automatic detection algorithm. The parameters of the algorithm (lower threshold = 0.21, upper threshold = 0.47) were determined based on the previously obtained standard sets with manual initial labeling after three rounds of Revision so that the FN rate of the initial algorithm set would not exceed 0.1. The correlation between the revised sets from initial algorithm and manual labeling were obtained (See Figure 7(a) ).
It was found that Revision greatly increased the alignment between standard sets revised from initial algorithm and manual labeled sets (one-tailed t-tests: < 0.001 from Initial to Revision 1 and = 0.0476 from Revision 1 to Revision 2). After two rounds of Revision, the agreement rate did not change significantly (two-tailed t-test, = 0.3952). Furthermore, it was found that for each round of Revision, the mean agreements between the revised sets obtained from initial algorithm labeling were not significantly different from those obtained from initial human labeling (two-tailed t-tests: = 0.3358, = 0.4749, = 0.7019, and = 0.3174 for the initial round, and the first three rounds of Revision, respectively).
To further demonstrate the generalizability of the convergent nature of Revision to other datasets of EEG, three rounds of Revision (with Selection scheme of FN<0.2) were performed on another dataset using two different initial sets (manual labeling and machine labeling). By comparing the F1 scores between the two (See Figure 7(b) ), it could be seen that the agreement rates increased through repeated Revision. Moreover, it was found that for each of these rounds of Revision, there was no significant difference in the F1 scores between the standard sets from two methods of initial labeling across the datasets (two-tailed t-tests: = 0.0557 , = 0.5388 , = 0.1373 , and = 0.3392 for the four rounds, respectively). Therefore, the machine labeled initial sets, when combined with iterative Revision, are able to generate reliable standard sets. Thus, the method can generalize well to novel datasets.
Discussion
It was found that after a process of iterative Selection-Revision to adjust initial human labeled spindle sets with the introduction of certain machine-detected events, the agreement rates between different standard sets improved greatly. It was also found that a FN rate threshold was necessary for effective adjustment of the initial human set, as higher FN would cause deterioration of the spindle set size after several rounds of Revision.
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The system of iterative Selection-Revision improves the quality of standard sets resulting from an initial set that need not be very carefully labeled by human experts. Though generally, the FP and FN rates of machine detection were high, once an appropriate machine set (with a controlled FN rate) was combined with a manually labeled set, spindle events that were previously undetected by humans could be noticed during revision. Furthermore, the Revision process also limits the introduction of falsepositives into the system, as each spindle event is subjected to multiple rounds of scrutiny.
The most pressing issue that the Selection-Revision system addresses is that of time. Previously, accurate labeling of sleep spindles required laborious searching of EEG traces by human experts 18 ; with the system of Selection-Revision, an initial set without such time-consuming manual labeling may be applied and revised iteratively until the resulting standard set evolves towards the ground truth. During
Revision, human validation of machine-labeled spindles is much easier to perform as compared to manual detection. For a 20-minute long segment of non-REM EEG, applying two rounds of Revision requires only around 10 minutes, while estimated times for careful manual labeling spindles in such data can be as long as 2 hours (based on the author's own experience). This indicates that iterative
Revision may reduce the human workload by as much as tenfold.
However, there are several aspects that should be taken into consideration. These include the potential bias of the human reviewer, who may be inclined to label and revise spindles with inconsistent standards, and the inherent FN/FP rate tradeoff of the Revision system, caused by the limitations of the machine detection algorithm 18, 19 . These concerns may be addressed by introducing certain "confusion" spindle events to evaluate the possibility of human bias during Revision, and by implementing more algorithms that are able to analyze different aspects of the EEG signal. By combining these algorithms that focus on distinct spindle characteristics, it would be able to provide more accurate machine-augmentations, reducing the human workload even more. Ultimately, the human-machine coupled Selection-Revision system may generate large training sets at a fast speed, thus facilitating machine-learning models for large-scale for spindle detection.
Despite convergence being observed between revised spindle sets and between selected upper threshold parameters of the algorithm, convergence of the lower threshold was not observed. This may be caused by the complex relationship between algorithm parameters and spindle sets, and that automatic detection may be more sensitive to upper thresholds than to lower thresholds. More systematic tests are needed to determine whether such a relationship exists. For practical purposes, however, two rounds of Revision is often sufficient to obtain reliable gold-standard spindle sets.
In conclusion, this study has introduced a novel method for efficient sleep spindle detection based on a mechanism of iterative machine-augmented human Revision. It has shown that through multiple rounds of Revision, largely different spindle sets that were initially coarsely labeled by humans could evolve and converge into standard sets more closely aligned with each other. This method of iterative 7 Selection-Revision can be applied as a systematic means of fine-tuning automatic detection algorithm parameters with the absence of a meticulously generated gold standard, and can also be used to expedite the process of gold-standard label generation for training machine-learning models of spindle detection.
Methods
Obtaining of EEG Recordings.
The EEG data analyzed in this study was provided by Dr. Soonwook Choi at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard.
Automatic Spindle Detection Algorithm.
An automatic spindle detection algorithm was implemented using MATLAB (R2018a, Mathworks, Inc.) 
Integrated Interface.
A custom, integrated interface was also developed using MATLAB for EEG data and sleep spindle visualization, manual labeling, and revision. In the interface, EEG data were displayed in customizable and scrollable lengths per screen, with the time axis labels marking 1-second increments and the vertical axis ranging from the minimum to maximum voltages recorded in the EEG data. Both preprocessed, non-REM segments and their corresponding filtered (band pass, 8-18 Hz) signals were displayed with linked time axes for reference.
For spindle labeling, human labelers could click on the start and end times of the spindle on the graph, and record the corresponding spindle events. Labelers were able to reference previously labeled events throughout one labeling session, and could modify their labels by deleting events or updating start/end points. Labelers could also continue with a new session by loading previously saved matrices containing 8 the corresponding timestamps for labeled spindles. Initial labeling of a segment usually took 3-6 times the length of the EEG recording.
For fast spindle revision, reviewers could choose to accept, reject, or modify the start/end points for each potential spindle event shown, based on surrounding graphs of the EEG signal and the corresponding band pass filtered signal. Reviewers were blinded from the origin of the events shown (from the machine set, the human set, or both). Revision of one spindle usually took 2-3 seconds, and the time spent during revision depended largely on the size of the revision set.
Performance Evaluation.
Since an overwhelming majority of the EEG recording does not correspond to any spindle events, a bysample performance analysis would yield an extremely large TN, causing inflation of the overall performance measurements. Thus, for the purposes of this study, a by-event performance evaluation was adopted, categorizing each spindle event marked by either side being evaluated as one of the following: True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN). These criteria, especially the FN rate, was used extensively when measuring the performance of various algorithm parameter pairs.
As not all marked spindles perfectly overlapped with each other, it was necessary to determine whether to implement a threshold for overlapping. However, it was found that, when comparing the machine labeled sets to the initial human labeled sets, nearly all spindle events had sufficiently large overlapping percentages. Moreover, this overlap was found to have increased in the following rounds of revision. Therefore, it was unnecessary to implement an overlapping threshold but rather to accept an event as TP as long as there existed an overlap of sorts between the two sets.
When comparing two manually labeled or revised sets that did not solely consist of machinegenerated labels, it was meaningless to define spindle events as FP or FN. Thus, recall and precision between the two sets were calculated, where
, and
The harmonic mean of recall and precision was calculated so that the F1 score would provide a measurement of the similarity of any two sets, and would remain independent of the order of the two sets.
Statistical Tests.
Statistical analyses, in the form of t-tests (one-tailed, two-tailed, or one-sample test for mean), were performed using MATLAB. The significance thresholds used were = 0.05 for (*), = 0.01 for (**), and = 0.001 for (***). Averages are plotted as mean ± standard deviation.
Statement of Code Availability.
All MATLAB code for automatic spindle detection, performance analysis, labeling and Revision interface, and figure generation are available upon request. I is the spindle label set generated from initial human labeling (only needed once), { } is the set of all machine label sets with different parameters, is the machine set with parameters obtained from Selection ( ∈ ∪ {0}), and is the revised standard set after rounds of Revision ( ∈ + ). During each round of Revision, spindles are either accepted or rejected; thus +1 is necessarily a subset of ∪ . 
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